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A b s t r a c t  

The paper gives an introduction to an ongoing effort of formally specifying and verifying the 
cache coherence protocol of the new IEEE interconnect standard called the Scalable Coherent 
Interface. We first give the the most abstract (top level) specification of a memory system. We 
then introduce a private cache for each processor, and specify the notion of cache coherence. We 
refine the specifications of the memory operations for use with caches, and finally outline the 
more complex bottom layers where directory structures and concurrency are introduced. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

SCI - Scalable Coherent Interface - is a new standard defined by IEEE working group P1596 for the 
interconnect in shared memory multiprocessors [9, 10]. The interconnect is scalable, meaning that up 
to (a theoretical limit of) 64 000 processor-, memory- or I/O-nodes can interface to. 

In order for a processor to operate at high speed, it needs a cache that contains copies of the memory 
entities in use at the moment. Because different processor nodes share memory, SCI defines a cache 
coherence protocol that ensures that all caches are coherent, i.e. at any time all processor nodes agree 
upon the state of the memory. In present buses coherence is achieved by eavesdropping or snooping: 
all processor nodes listen to the bus and invalidate or update their caches when they hear that  memory 
is written into [6]. This snooping scheme does not work well when there are many (e.g. more than 
10) processor~ connected to the same bus. SCI therefore defines a directory based cache coherency 

scheme that is intended to work for a large number of processors with shared memory. 

In a directory based cache coherence protocol cache updating is based on information sent to a 
directory instead of observations on a bus. This directory then keeps track of which nodes cache copies 
of a given memory entity, and hence the directory knows which caches are affected by a modification 
of this entity. Directory based cache coherence protocols were suggested quite a long time ago [2, 
15]. Only recently, however, is communication speed so fast and components so cheap that  further 
development of such cache protocols is interesting. In addition to the protocol that  is the topic of this 
paper, there are currently several directory based protocols under development [1, 10, 12, 16]. 

The SCI cache coherence protocol designates a directory to each line of memory (a line is 64 bytes). 
Each directory is implemented as a doubly linked list that starts at the memory and contains all nodes 
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that cache that memory llne. The protocol must ensure that  concurrent memory operations on the 
same memory line keep the directory data structure for that line consistent. 

The cache coherence protocol is implemented by message passing between the nodes. The intercon- 
nect does not preserve the order of messages sent between two nodes, and there are basically few 
assumptions about the speed of the interconnect (except some time-out parameters). 

The SCI cache coherence protocol is intended for hardware implementation. To specify and verify its 
specification is far from a trivial task. The specification is written in the programming language C. 
The full code consists of approximately 5000 lines, which specify the behavior of the memory as well 
as the processors nodes. This program has been reviewed and tested at the University of Oslo for 
some time, and errors have been found and corrected. Because of the complexity of the protocol, and 
its asynchronous nature, a formal specification and verification effort also seems worth while. Such 
an effort (for a large subset of the protocol) is being undertaken by the authors of this report [4, 5]. 
So far, we have had few automated tools available for this formal effort, and must rely on a certain 
amount of proofs by hand, so errors have also made this work unreliable. We however believe that 
other classes of errors are found in formal verification than in simulation and debugging. We believe 
that the total reliability of the protocol is increased by using a versatile set of testing and verification 
methods. We also plan to look into computer aided verification tools, and believe that the approach 
presented in this paper is well suited for semi-automated verification [7, 8, 13]. 

Aside from the fact that our formal verification effort probably will contain faults, there are also other 
limitations to such an effort. Firstly the SCI cache coherence protocol is defined on top of a message 
passing protocol. We assume that this protocol is correct, in the sense that it among other things 
ensures that communication can be conducted without deadlocks due to capacity problems. Secondly 
we must emphasize that verifying the SCI specification is not the same as verifying the final hardware. 
The specification will be implemented in hardware by different computer manufacturers. A complete 
new set of verification tools must be deployed in order to ensure that hardware correctly implements 
the SCI cache coherence protocol. 

In this paper we outline some of the results of the most formal part of the SCI verification effort. We 
emphasise the top layers of the specification, and only briefly outline the more detailed and concrete 
layers. 

In our most abstract model, processes execute read and write operations on a shared memory without 
cache. We refine this model by introducing a cache in front of each processor. At first we add little 
structure to the set of caches. Later we refine the model by organizing the cache lines into sequences, 
finally to be replaced by doubly linked lists with pointers in the most concrete model. Different aspects 
of concurrency is introduced as the model is refined; full concurrency is specified for the bottom level. 

The data structure specified at the bottom level is almost the same as the one in the C-code specifi- 
cation. An effort remains to show that our bot tom functional specification is implemented by the C 
code specification of the SCI protocol. 

2 A n  A b s t r a c t  Store  

Our most abstract specification of a memory system consists of several processors that execute Load 
and Store operations on a byte addressable store. At this most abstract level there is no cache. We 
divide our byte addresses into two parts. The first part  addresses a block or line of memory (typically 
32 or 64 bytes), while the second part gives the byte number within the memory line. We then have 
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the following domains: 

A d d r  : global address space 
B id  : domain of byte addresses within a line 
W o r d  : domain of word values 
L ine  = B id  ~ W o r d  (e.g. 4 bytes) 
P i d  : the set of processors 

At the most abstract level, our store S is a function that takes an address as an argument and delivers 
a word value as the result (tacitly assuming proper alignment): 

Ts = A d d r  x B id  ~ W o r d  
S: Ts 

The interface between the processors and the memory system is specified through the Load and Store 
operations. The signatures of these operations are: 

Store : (P id  x A d d r  x B id  x W o r d  x Ts) --* Ts 
Load : (P id  x A d d r  x B i d  x Ts) --* W o r d  

The effect these operations have on the store is defined by: 

Store(p,., b, w, S) = S[( . ,  b) . -  ~] 
Load(p, a, b, S) = S(a, b) 

where S[(a, b) ~ w] is the function that is identical to S, except at the point (a, b), where its value is 
w. Hence a Store operation redefines the store at the given address, while the Load operation returns 
the stored value at the given address. The p parameter identifies the processor issuing the Load or 
Store. It is superfluous at this levelof abstraction, but  is needed when caches are introduced. 

3 A D i s t r i b u t e d  Cache  

In order to decrease the overall latency for Load and Store operations, we introduce a cache for each 
processor. Each cache line can contain a copy of one memory line. When the processor Loads a word, 
it first checks if a copy of the memory line containing that word, already resides in the cache. If it 
does, then the operation is purely local. Otherwise (called a cache-miss) the data has to be fetched 
from the memory or from some other cache. 

Our more concrete state space then consists of a memory, M,  and the caches, C. M is a function that 
takes a memory line address as an argument and returns the contents of that  line. C is a function that  
takes a processor identification and a memory line address as parameters and delivers the contents of 
that line if it exists in the cache of that processor. We choose to make both functions total. Thus, if 
the memory does not contain the most recent value of an address, the function M returns the special 
value gone. In this case, some cache line must contain a valid copy of this line. If a processor does 
not cache that address, C returns the value invalid. 

The types of the functions C and M are then: 

Tc = A d d r  x P id  --~ (Line  u {invalid}) 
TM = A d d r  ~ (Line  U {gone}) 
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4 Mul t iprocessor  cache coherence  invariants 

Our primary concern is that all cached copies of the same memory line have equal contents. The 
cache/cache coherence invariant states that when the same address, a, is cached by two processors, 
p and pt, then the contents are equal: 

Vp, f E P,a E A : C(a,p) # invalid A C(a,IY) # invalid =~ C(a,p) = C(a,p ~) 

Memory may have a valid copy of its line. The c a c h e / m e m o r y  coherence invariant says that in 
this case, any cache-line with the same address must contain the same value as memory: 

Va E A, Vp E P : M(a) # gone ^ C(a,p) # invalid =~ M(a) = C(a,p) 

Finally there must exist an Owner for every memory line. We express this by the da ta -mus t -ex i s t  
invar iant ,  that says that if a memory line is invalid then there must exist a cached copy: 

VaE A: M(a)=gone =~ BpEP:C(a ,p )# inva l i d  

We say that the memory system is sound whenever all three cache coherence invariants hold. In a 
real implementation where Load and Store operations are executed concurrently, these equations need 
not necessarily hold all the time. There may be intermediate cache states where the invariants are 
temporarily invalid. This is acceptable as long as they are reestablished as soon as the system reenters 
a stable state. 

5 M and C i m p l e m e n t s  S 

We must implement the operations Load and Store (to work on M and C) such that the new system 
with distributed cache is an implementation of the store of section 2. 

A general technique to prove that a w is an implementation (refinement) of another, is to define 
an abstraction function. This function maps the more detailed state space (in this case the memory 
system with caches) into the abstract state space (the memory system without caches) in a way that 
demonstrates the correspondence between the two models. 

Preservation of the cache coherence invariants is crucial for the existence of such an abstraction 
function for our models. Without these restrictions on the caches and the memory, it would have been 
difficult to give a precise definition of a "shared memory image" [14]. 

Given the model of a memory with distributed cache, the abstraction function ,~ defines our old store 
with no cache iS) in terms of the new memory (M) and the distributed cache (C). The signature of 
,~ is: 

$:TM X Tc -~ Ts 

In order to define S, we will first define a function image that finds the data in (M, C), regardless 
whether the memory-line is cached or not. This is the "shared memory image" as defined in [14]. This 
function has the signature: 

Image : TM x Tc --+ Addr --* Line 
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The semantics of Image are defined by: 

Image(M, C) = 
Aa. if M(a) # gone t hen  M(a) 

else s o m e  v 6 Line such t ha t  3p 6 P id  : C(a,p) # invalid A C(a,p) = v fi 

We then define the abstraction function 3: 

,9(M, C) = )~a, b.lmage(M, C, a)(b) 

It is easy to see that Image and thus ,~ is a well-defined function as long as the parameters (M, C) 
obey the cache coherence invariants. The interesting case is when M(a) = gone and the else branch 
is evaluated. Then the data-must-exist invariant says that such a p 6 P id  really does exist, and the 
cache/cache-coherence invariant says that if more than one exists, then they all give the same value. 

What remains to be proven for an actual realization of the Load and Store operations for the memory 
system with caches, is that they implement the corresponding operations for the more abstract model. 
Visualized, the Store operations obey the following correspondence: 

�9 ~(Store(p, a, b, w, M, C)) = Store(p, a, b, w, $(M, C)) 

where the Store on the left hand side is the new operation. 

6 A specif ication with  write  invalidate 

We are going to define Load and Store operations for the refined system. A new operation, Delete, is 
added. We do not assume infinite caches, rather some kind of background (unspecified) system that 
calls Delete whenever there is a need. 

To maintain cache coherence on write we decide to use the write invalidate strategy. In each operation 
we first test if there will he a cache hit, and if so the operation is purely local, reading a word from or 
writing a word into the cache line. If there is a cache miss then we execute GetLoadable or GetStorable 
respectively in order to fill the local cache with a copy of the memory line that the processor can 
use. To test for a cache hit on a Load or a Store we use the functions HasLoadable and HasStorable 
respectively. The signatures of these four functions are 

HasLoadable, HasStorable : P id  x Addr  • TM x Tc ~ Bool 
GetLoadable, GetStorable : P id  • Addr  • TM x Tc ~ TM X Tc 

The semantics of HasLoadable and HasStorable is defined by 

HasLoadable(p, a, M, C) = C(a,p) ~ invalid 

HasStorable(p, a, M, C) = M(a) = gone A C(a,p) ~ invalid A Vp' -~ p. C ( a , / )  = invalid 

GetLoadable and GetStorable are defined by 

GetLoadable(p, a, M, C) = ( M, C[(a, p) --~ Image(M, C, a)]) 

GetStorable(p, a, M, C) = 
( M[a ---+ gone], 
(C[a ~ (Ap'.invalid)[p --~ Image(M, C, a)]])) 
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Using these functions we implement Load, Store, and Delete operations on M and C: 

Load : P i d  x A d d r  x Bid  x TM x Tc ~ TM x Tc x W o r d  
Store : P i d  x A d d r  x Bid  x W o r d  x TM • Tc ---r TM x Tc 
Delete : Pid x A d d r  x TM x Tc ~ TM x Tc 

Load(p, a, b, M, C) = 
if HasLoadabh(p, a, M, C) t h e n  (M, C, C(a,p)(b)) 
else let (M',C')  = GetLoadable(p,a,M,C): (M',C',C'(a,p)(b)) fi 

Store(p, a, b, w, M, C) = 
if  HasStorabh(p, a, M, C) 
t h e n  (M, C[(a,p) --* C(a,p)[b--* w]l ) 
else le t  (M',  C') = GetStorable(p, a, M, C) : 

(M',C'[(a,p) --* C'(a,p)[b --* w]] ) fi 

Delete(p, a, M, C) = 
if HasStorable(p, a, M, C) 
then (M[a --* C(a,p)], C[(a,p) ~ invalid]) 
else (M,C[(a,p) ---* invalid]) fi 

The above definitions of Load, Store, and Delete are not operational. A simple way to achieve this is 
to collect all cached lines for a given memory address in a sequence, rather than describing the set 
through a function. This involves redefining 

Tc = A d d r  --+ sequence of (P id  x Line) 

and taking advantage of the fact that for any a the sequence C(a) can be traversed constructively. 

7 M o d e l i n g  C o n c u r r e n c y  

In the previous sections Load, Store, and Delete for a given address are assumed to be atomic (indivis- 
ible) operations. We however want to execute memory operations issued by different processor to the 
same address, with a high degree of concurrency. This is achieved through two steps of refinement, 
briefly explained in the present and the next section. First, the operations are split into suboperations 
which are to be the new indivisible entities. We thereby specify concurrency in the sense that the 
top level operations Load, Store, and Delete to some extents may interleave. Finally, to obtain full 
concurrency as specified by the IEEE standard, we specify the top level memory operations based on 
several indivisible actions, where one action modify the state of one cache- or memory-line only. 

For each address/processor pair (a,p) we introduce a con t inua t ion .  A continuation in this case is a 
sequence which describes what suboperations remain to be carried out in order to complete the top 
level operation (Load, Store or Delete) for p at a. 

A domain of continuations is added to the global state space, which now is described by 

Tglobal = A d d r  --* TM • Tc • Tops 
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where 

Tc = P i d  --* (Line U {invalid}) 
TM = (Line U {gone} 
Tops = P i d  ~ sequence of Toper 

(In essence TM and Tc are unchanged.) sequence of Toper is the continuation sequence. At any point 
in time and for a given address, none, one or more processors may be ready to execute their next 
suboperation. At this level, at most one is actually chosen. A relation ~- describes all possible global 
state transitions for a given address: 

~-: A d d r  --~ (TM • Tc x Tops) x (TM x Tc • Tops)  

As an example, consider the continuation Ops(p) of a processor p at address a with the contents 
< Load(b) >, thus indicating that a Load operation should be initiated. The first tiny part of a Load 
operation consists in testing whether or not the line is cached. If so, the value is simply returned. If 
there is a cache miss, GetReadable is marked as the next suboperation to be executed. 

assume  0ps(p) = <  Load(b) >: 
le t  (ops, w) = InitLoad(p, a, M, C) : 

(M, C, Ops) ~ (M, C, Ops[p ~ ops]) 

where 

InitLoad : P i d  x A d d r  x TM x Tc 
--* sequence of Toper x W o r d  

InitLoad(p, a, M, C) = 
if HasLoadabh(p, a, M, C) then (<>, C(a,p)(b)) 
else (< GetReadabh >,nil) fi 

8 Full concurrency 

To obtain full concurrency, all necessary state information must be distributed to the memory- and 
cache-lines. At the previous level, a suboperation changed the state of more than one cache- or 
memory-line. Full concurrency is supported when message passing is used to invoce indivisible oper- 
ation prescriptions (executed by memory or cache controllers) in different memories and caches. 

In accordance with this, we introduce a message pool being the only shared part of the global state 
space. The message pool contains the requests and responses that have not yet been recognized by 
their addressees. 

The global state space is changed to 

A d d r  --, TM • Tc x Tpool 

Here the continuations have been included in Tc. Tstat is the rest of the local state (caches and 
memories really have differenet Tstat): 

TM -~ Line x Tstat 
Tc = Pid --* Line x Tstat x sequence of Toper 
Tpool = set of Tpck 
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Here too we define a relation ~- which for a given address describes all possible global state changes. 
The definition of ~- is based upon a one cache- or memory-line state change description, ~_pr: 

Npr: A d d r  --* (P id  • Line x Tstat x sequence of Toper x Tpool)• 
(P id  x Line x Tstat x sequence of Toper x Tpool) 

For instance, p sending a request to its successor (p's local state s, defines the successor, succ(s)) in 
the list of cache-lines sharing the same address,a, indicating that p intends to delete its cache line at 
this address, will result in the pool being extended with a Delete message: 

(p, v,s ,  < RequestDelete, ReceiveDelete > +ops, pool) ~.pr 
(p, v, s, < ReceiveDelete > -Fops, pool U { Delete?(succ(s), p, a, v, s)}) 

Among the other definitions that specify N -pr, there is one that defines how the addressee fetches this 
message from the pool, changes its own local state according to the contents of the message, and puts 
a response message back into the pool. 

9 D i s c u s s i o n  and  C o n c l u s i o n  

The specification presented in this paper is currently being used in an effort to prove that the detailed 
cache coherence protocol of the Scalable Coherent Interface [9], is correctly specified according to an 
abstract view of a memory system. In order to prove that a system is correct, one needs a high level, 
abstract formulation of the intent of the system. The abstract memory system without a cache is used 
to define the intent of the SCI cache coherence protocol. It is shown that adding more details does 
not destroy the correctness of the system, the details are added simply to increase performance. 

Among the added details are intermediate cache states and more fine-grained atomic actions. The 
equations that define cache coherence are refined to take care of the intermediate states as well. This 
could make it possible to access the data in the caches at an earlier stage, hence allowing for other 
types of ordering of events than the sequential one, defined by the top level specification of the present 
paper [11, 3]. Non-sequential event ordering models must be defined using more complex methods, 
for example historic sequences (traces) of events. It is important to investigate such specification 
methods, but this is beyond the scope of the present paper. 

It might also, for fault-tolerant reasons, be useful to take special care that the so called Data-Must- 
Exist equation (section 4) holds when the system is in a non-stable state as well. For example in 
the SCI cache coherence protocol, no transient state exists, in which the only valid copy of a line is 
transported in the interconnect. This ensures that after a transmission failure, data can always be 
recovered from some cache-line (or from memory). 

When making hardware (and software) systems, there are several important factors to be considered. 
One of these is correctness. Correctness is usually assured by informal reasoning and by simulation. 
The specificatiQn and verification methods presented in this paper aim at making new systems and 
components correct by design. Present systems are so complex and consist of components with so 
many combinations of states, that informal reasoning and exhaustive testing is literally impossible. 
This calls for new and more formal design methods. We believe that a lot is to be gained by making 
mathematical models of the system to be implemented, and then reasoning about the systems at 
different levels of abstraction, with different sets of implementation details. 
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